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EFL learners from a 

low-income family in a 

rural area, however 

able, are least likely to 

succeed in second-

language acquisition.

(Xinhua Journal, 2016; Li & Yuan, 2013 ) 



Secondary school
EFL learners

Data-driven
learning

Critical Realism

In need of new
knowledge gain

In Need of
innovative
pedagogy



Paper-based DDL

Data-Driven Learning(DDL)

• Corpus linguistic

• Linguistic data (Johns, 1991)

• Paper-based DDL (Boulton,

2010)

• Inductive instruction





1. To what extent can paper-

based DDL materials impact 

learner’s language gain?



ESL learners in
China

Data-driven
learning

Critical Realism

In need of new
knowledge gain

In Need of
innovative
pedagogy

Offer an new
approach to
evaluate and
interpret



• Realist Ontology,
Constructivist
Epistemology

• stratified reality 

• CMO:
• Regularity/outcome

= mechanism + 
context (Pawson & 
Tilley, 1997)

(Fletcher, 2017)







1. To what extent can paper-

based DDL materials impact 

learner’s language gain?

2. How do the underlying 

mechanisms in using paper-

based DDL materials give

rise to such language gain?



Site and participants

A classroom of 58 students

18-19 years old

Han ethnicity

in their final year

secondary school in Hunan Province, China

22 female, 36 male

L1 Mandarin
Study English for 8-9 years

Low-level EFL learners



Research 

Question

Data collection 

Method

N. analysis

DDL’s impact on 

Language gain 

(Empirical Level)

vocabulary 

gain

Student achievement 

data: pre-test, post-

test and delayed post-

test

One round of TAs 40 Two-way 

ANOVAThree rounds of 

Intervention

40

Improved 

Language 

sensitivity

Pattern noticing

Student interview After three rounds 

of intervention; 

one-to-one

12 Tape-

recorded

and

transcribe;

coding

Observation During 4 lessons,

unstrutured

4

Mechanism

(Real level)

Student interview After three rounds 

of intervention

12 same



TAs Intervention 1 Intervention 2 Intervention 3

Data

Collection

Timeline



Quantitative Data

1.Histogram: Normality Assumption met

2.Levene’s test: assumption of sphericity/

homogeneity of variance is not violated,

the P value is smaller that 0.05 (all variance

are equal)

3. Two-way ANOVA with interaction

4. Post hoc test: to see where the

significance lie



Two-way

ANOVA 1



Two-way

ANOVA 2



Two-way

ANOVA 3



Post hoc test



Post hoc test



Context + Mechanism= Outcome

Compared to TAs

1: significantly lower

2:no significance

3:no significance

Within Intervention:

Always positively

significant result btw Pre-

and Post- test; progress

Not at

work?



Qualitative

Observation Notes

Interview Transcripts



XX：How long did teacher usually spend on teaching  vocabulary?
ZS：It’s longer when we were first year students, but it is only around 10-20 minutes now.
XX：Wow, can you comment on its comparison to DDL, which takes 1-2 lessons to cover half the vocabulary in one unit?
ZS：DDL session takes longer, but worth spending the time as we can learn it better. It is one thing to memorise the spelling and Chinese translation 
of a word, it is another thing to know whether it is a noun or verb and understand its daily usage. Now I realize that tit is important to do the latter 
and incorporate that into learning vocabulary, but not yet reached the stage of fluently applying it. 

ZS：It is easy to do exam question when you not knowing this, so that you do it according to ‘how you feel’. I hesitated more now as I haven’t fully 
understood its usage and application.  I know that adverb goes with verb, but I have difficulty identifying the adverb or verb in the exam paper.
XX: Why is that?
ZS：Because when we learn vocabulary, we do not pay attention to that. It would be much better if we can be exposed to DDL earlier, like in our first 
year in secondary school.
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Context + Mechanism= Outcome
Fixed curriculum

goals (Smith, 2014)—

time constraint;

58 students VS 1

English teacher–

scaffolding and

facilitation;

Exam-oriented; explicit

rule-based language

teaching and learning

C
Increased linguistics

sensitivity;

pattern noticing and
induction ability



Context + Mechanism= Outcome

Fixed curriculum goals

(Smith, 2014)—time

constraint;

58 students VS 1 English

teacher– scaffolding and

facilitation;

Exam-oriented; explicit

rule-based language

teaching and learning;

DDL lesson last shorter

C
Qualitative Data:
Increased linguistics

sensitivity;

pattern noticing and
induction ability

Pre-existing:
Culture and

expectation of

Language

teaching and

learning

DDL triggering:
inductive learning,
pattern noticing and
internalizing, TBC

Quantitative Data
Compared to TAs

1: significantly lower

2:no significance

3:no significance

Within Intervention:

Always positively significant result btw Pre-

and Post- test; progress



Discussion

Wang, 2013:
Increased

vocabulary gain

qualitatively, but it

takes longer than

TAs, which make

DDL only

complementary

Deny DDL?

Or just the learning curve?

TBC

Barrett, Dunbar, & Lycett, 

2002:

rules are an artificial intellectual 

abstraction, whereas the 

human brain is programmed to 

detect patterns in the world 

around us (e.g.,)

Aston, 1998, :
This allows the learner to 

proceed toward the target norm 

by progressive approximations 

DDL arguably promotes such 

skills, which should be 

transferable to new contexts 

and thus produce better 

learning outside the 

classroom, increasing learner 

autonomy and lifelong learning 

for them. 

Sweller, Ayers, & 

Kalyuga, 2011:
pattern induction is a 

natural process, it reduces 

the cognitive load of 

processing 



• Translation issues

• Limited Intervention

Limitations
• Quantitative data:

Missing students; Sleepy

student; Only one round

of Test; Spelling

mistakes; difficulty of the

Vocabulary

• Qualitative data
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Supplementary Materials



Assumption

Test



• Intervention material

• Material design; British Academic Written English Corpus (BAWE)

• Test questions: Sketch Engine for Language Learning 
(https://skell.sketchengine.co.uk/run.cgi/skell)

• usage-based perspective: “frequency of exposure” and “salience of 
the feature”



• intervention

Paper-based DDL

Paper-based DDL teaching materials Traditional inductive teaching materials


